Usefulness of the Ultrasound in Hand Surgery: Part I
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Abstract

In the last years, ultrasonography (US) of the wrist and hand have increased in popularity. Technical advances led us to improve image quality and have the ability to see superficial soft-tissue structures with high resolution with the patient in our office. The advantages of US are the fact that it is noninvasive, its lack of ionising radiation, low cost, and portability. The dynamic real-time assessment in the office is an additional benefit.

Ultrasound can be used in hand surgery for both diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. We can use US for injections with needle guidance, for the evaluation of soft-tissue masses, foreign bodies, tendon injuries, compressive neuropathies, and rheumatologic joint disease. It also helps us perform ultrasound-guided procedures: carpal tunnel syndrome, trigger finger, and intersection syndrome or compartimental syndrome. The aim of the present review is to describe different uses of US in hand surgery to show its important role of providing to the surgeon more information on the diseases of their patients.
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Introduction

The popularity of ultrasonography (US) of the wrist and hand, has increased in the last years. Technical advances, such smaller probe sizes and new ultrahigh frequency probes, led to an improvement in image quality and gave us the ability to see superficial soft-tissue structures in high resolution, with the patient in our office.1

Normally, when we use conventional ultrasound, the transducers work with frequencies that range from 5 MHz to 12 MHz. These relative low frequencies enable the US to penetrate deeply into the body to visualize target internal structures. Ultrahigh frequency ultrasound (UHFUS) is capable of producing frequencies of up to 70 MHz, which enables us to see superficial anatomical structures. With this technology, we can achieve tissue resolution of up to 30 μm (3 to 4 times smaller than the average diameter of a volar digital nerve in the hand).1

The advantages of US are the fact that it is noninvasive, its lack of ionising radiation, low cost, and portability. The dynamic real-time assessment in the office is an additional benefit.2

Moreover, Doppler imaging helps the hand surgeon find neurovascular structures that are really important when performing an ultrasound-guided surgery.

Ultrasound can be used in hand surgery for both diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. We can use US for injections with needle guidance, and for the evaluation of soft-tissue masses, foreign bodies, tendon injuries, compressive neuropathies, and rheumatologic joint disease. It also helps us perform ultrasound-guided procedures: carpal tunnel syndrome, trigger finger, tntersection syndrome, or compartimental syndrome.1

The aim of the present review is to describe different uses of ultrasound in Hand Surgery that show its important role in helping the surgeon obtain more information on the patient’s disease, know more about the patient’s anatomy for the surgical procedure, and describe different ultrasound-guided surgical techniques.

Masses and Foreign Bodies

Previous studies3–5 have demonstrated the use of conventional ultrasound to obtain images of common soft-tissue masses in the hand.

Ganglion cysts are the most common lesions of the hand and wrist. Most ganglion cysts arise from the dorsum of the wrist. On US, they are classically well-defined, lobulated hypoechoic cystic masses with posterior acoustic enhancement. A tail may be observed extending to the adjacent joint or tendon. Ultrasound helps define the diagnosis, and it also enables the surgeon to identify the site and to ensure the surgical treatment and the evacuation of the wrist ganglion. The injection of methylene blue prior to arthroscopic resection helps to find the capsular stalk.6,7

Fig. 1 Radiocarpal ganglion cyst

Giant-cell tumours of the tendon sheath are the second most common lesions of the hand and wrist. They arise from the tendon sheath and can progressively enlarge, causing erosions to the adjacent bone. These lesions most commonly, involve the volar surface of the fingers. On US, they are well-defined solid hypoechoic masses with vascularity
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Fig. 1

Radiocarpal ganglion cyst
demonstrated on color Doppler US. On the dynamic assessment, these lesions do not move with the tendons.\(^8\)

- Figure 3A-C

**Vascular malformations (VMs)** are common soft-tissue lesions of the hands and wrist. These lesions are especially observed in young adults, and they represent 10% of benign tumours. On US, they have a variable appearance, of compressible solid echoic or hypoechoic masses with cystic serpiginous areas representing dilated vessels and fat tissue. They are classified as high- or low-flow based on the vascularity on Doppler US. Venous low-flow VM may show small calcifications in relation to phleboliths. A typical true hemangioma at the top of the finger is the lobular capillary hemangioma (or pyogenic granuloma) with high arterial flow.\(^{6,9}\)

- Figure 4A,B

---

**Fig. 2** (A,B) Transverse and longitudinal axes of an intratendinous ganglion cyst

**Fig. 3** (A-C) Giant-cell tumor

**Fig. 4** (A,B) Lobular capillary hemangioma
Fibrolipomatous hamartomas are rare lesions that most commonly affect the median nerve and its branches. The symptoms include pain and paraesthesia along the distribution of the involved nerve, due to the proliferation of fibroadipose tissue from the nerve sheath. On US, there is enlargement of the involved nerve with splaying of the nerve fascicles by a proliferation of slightly echoic fatty tissue.

Lipomas

Simple benign lipomas are the most common kind of soft-tissue tumor, but they are infrequent in the hand.

On ultrasound, lipomas are well-demarcated lesions that are classically described as hyperechoic and homogeneous. However, they may be hypoechoic or isoechoic. Superficial lipomas may be difficult to visualize, as they may blend in with the adjacent fat. On magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), they show a fat signal with homogeneous high signal on T1-weighted and low signal on short-tau inversion recovery (STIR) or T2 fat-saturated images. Septations may be observed in cases of benign lipomas, but nodules or solid components indicate an atypical lipoma or liposarcoma. In intramuscular lipomas, fatty tissue infiltrates between the muscle fibers.

Tendon Injuries

Tendons can be visualized as a hyperechoic fibrilar structure on a longitudinal plane. Attention to the characteristic anisotropy artifact of the tendons when the ultrasound beam is not perpendicular to the long axis of the tendon. It is very important to check the insonation angle and to demonstrate the alteration on the two perpendicular US images.

The pulley system of the flexor tendon sheath keeps the tendon close to the underlying phalanges, which causes it to course in a curvilinear fashion along the skeletal structures of the finger. As a result, the tendon will exhibit differential areas of hyperechogenicity and hypoechogenicity. The tendons can be easily identified and tracked from the wrist to their insertions.

Flexor Tendons and Pulley System

a) Flexor tendons: in the fingers, the flexor digitorum superficialis (FDS) and flexor digitorum profundus (FDP) can be clearly visualized from the level of the metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint, through the Camper chiasm, and to the individual insertions. At the level of the proximal interphalangeal (PIP) joint, the FDP tendon is observed superficial to the FDS tendon. With UHFUS, the volar plate is clearly visualized as a hyperechoic structure spanning between the flexor tendon and the hyperechoic cortical area of the metacarpal or phalanx head.

Ultrasound is the best technique to display dynamic real-time visualization. When a patient extends the finger, the tendons are observed gliding within the tendon sheath and exerting traction on the phalanges to extend the joints. We can follow the tendon from proximal to distal, and verify the normal gliding, the presence of adhesions, and also identify tendon injuries.

Tears of the flexor tendons are usually associated with penetrating injury rather than contusions. In cases such as those of Jersey finger injuries, the FDP injury, is secondary to traction in sports. In flexor tendons tears, US is useful in determining if the tear is partial or complete. It can also locate the exact site of rupture and the degree of retraction of the torn ends, which is essential to plan the biopsy can be performed percutaneously guided by ultrasound, with a correct technique.
reconstructive surgery and to minimize the morbidity of the approach.

Postoperatively, US is useful in the follow-up to identify suture dehiscence or entrapment due to fibrosis, and in the dynamic assessment during active and passive movements. Complete tears are easy to identify as a complete rupture of the normal fibrillar tendon fibers and lack of tendon movement on dynamic assessment. It is important to check the tear in both planes (axial and transverse). Partial tendon tears are difficult to evaluate on US and appear as focal hypoechoic areas within the tendon. Tendon tears may often be longitudinal, along the length of the tendon.

With UHFUS, additional information is obtained on the mechanics of the flexor mechanism with this type of dynamic imaging. For example, when the finger is actively flexed and the probe is placed within zone II of the flexor tendons, the two FDS excursions are seen moving from volar to dorsal to the FDP.

b) The **pulley system in the hands** is composed of focal thickenings in the flexor tendon sheaths on the volar aspect, which prevents tendon excursion during flexion. Loss of this pulley system results in impaired digital function. Two types of pulleys are identified, the annular pulleys (A1-A5) and the cruciform pulleys (C1-C3). The A2 pulley, which lies in the proximal third of the proximal phalanx, and the A4 pulley, which lies across the middle phalanx, appear to be the two most important pulleys for precise flexor tendon function.

On UHFUS, we can identify the pulley system. They are seen as thin hyperechoic bands found anterior to the flexor tendons. Tears result in the disruption of these bands with bowing of the flexor tendon on flexion against resistance.  

The diagnosis of pulley tear is established by assessing the tendon-to-bone distance: >3 mm for A2 tears, and 2.5 mm for A4 tears.  

---

**Figure 6** (A,B) Flexor tendon anatomy
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**Figure 7**

![Image](image2)
Extensor Tendons
In the dorsum of the hand, the extensors are easily found beneath the dermis overlying the bright hyperechoic rim of the metacarpals and the dorsal interosseous muscles.

Tears of the extensor tendons are commonly a sequela of rheumatoid tenosynovitis. Other cases may be due to direct injury or contusions.

As with flexor tendon tears, US is useful in determining if the tear is partial or complete, and in locating the exact site of the rupture and the degree of retraction for surgery planning.\(^5\)

**Fig. 8 (A-C)** FDS tear in rock climber

**Fig. 9 (A-C)** Flexor tendon tear

**Fig. 10 (A-D)** Pulley rupture
Nerve Injuries

These injuries are commonly observed following traumatic penetrating injuries or surgical amputation. Often as a sequela, the formation of traumatic neuroma is observed at the end of the severed nerve or at the repair site. These represent disorganised neural tissue that grows at the ends of the severed nerve and can cause continued symptoms of pain and paraesthesia. On US, a traumatic neuroma is observed as a well-defined hypoechoic bulbous mass arising from the nerve sheath at the severed end.

Ultrasound helps us to observe the continuity of the nerve and also perform a nerve block in the case of a painful neuroma to ensure that, with surgery, the patient is going to feel better and the pain will disappear.20–22

Peripheral Nerve Tumors

The hand and wrist are common locations of some peripheral nerve tumors, which are defined by an enlarged image in the continuity of the nerve.

a) Schwannomas: US diagnosis is established through well-defined hypoechoic ovoid images with eccentric location, sparing the nerve fascicle located around the tumor. In big tumors, internal degeneration with hypoechoic images and Doppler signal are common.8

b) Neurofibromas which arises from a group of fascicles, are visualized by a central lesion without fascicle sparing and an onion-shaped structure with variable echogenicity. The target sign (hypoechoic periphery and central hyperechogenicity) is common in neurofibromas. They may show predominant peripheral Doppler vascularization.8

In the presence of a nerve tumor, US enables the scanning of the whole nerve path and of other peripheral nerves in order to discard type-1 neurofibromatosis.1

Bone Fractures

In patients treated for hand injuries, fractures are the most frequent lesions (42%), followed by lesions to the tendons (29%) and skin, as showed in the study by Schöffl et al.12
Even if the diagnosis of fractures is still mainly based on conventional radiography (CR), or computed tomography (CT) or MRI scans, US is a highly-accurate method for the evaluation of the bone surface, and is able to detect even small, occult irregularities of the bone cortex.\textsuperscript{22–25}

Fractures appear as the interruption of the hyperechoic line of the cortical area of the bone, with hypoechoic periosteal thickening and surrounding soft-tissue edema. Increased hyperemia at the fracture site is possible. If cortical irregularity can be easily observed in the diaphysis of long bones, in epiphyseal bone or irregular ones the US beam needs to be oblique, which may result in the loss of details. its significance in the diagnosis of irregular bone fractures, especially those to the scaphoid, shows that US might be valuable even in patients without changes in CR. At the same time, studies\textsuperscript{12} have shown that US can depict more fractures than CR, and should be considered an alternative for the more expensive and less available MRI and CT. In a recently-published case report\textsuperscript{14}, fractures secondary to hyperextension of the thumb, of both the ulnar and radial sesamoids of the MCP joint of the thumb were diagnosed by US and confirmed by CT. When an irregular bone fracture is suspected and the CR is negative, MRI or CT scans can be used to confirm the US results. Furthermore, US can be used to
The palmar extrinsic and intrinsic midcarpal ligaments are examined with the wrist in supination; the dynamic manoeuvre of wrist extension is valuable to best detect the ligaments along their entire length.

On the radial side of the volar wrist, the transducer is placed in the longitudinal plane using the radial styloid process as the starting anatomic landmark. It is then translated distally and medially and slightly rotated in order to assess, from lateral to medial, the radioscaphocapitate, long radiolunate and short radiolunate ligaments.28,29

On the ulnar side of the volar wrist, the probe is placed in the longitudinal plane using the ulnar styloid process as the starting anatomic landmark. Thereafter, we can visualize, from medial to lateral, the palmar ulnotriquetral, palmar ulnocapitate, and palmar ulnolunate ligaments. The volar midcarpal ligaments include the palmar scaphotriquetral, scaphotrapeziotrapezoid, scaphocapitate, triquetromate, and triquetrocipitate ligaments. Among them, only the palmar scaphotriquetral ligament has been described in US studies.28,29 It is examined by positioning the transducer in the transverse plane on the radial side of the volar wrist, over the distal radius as the starting anatomic landmark. The transducer is shifted distally and medially along the first carpal row to visualize the palmar scaphotriquetral ligament along its entire length.

Dorsal Extrinsic and Intrinsic Midcarpal Ligaments

The dorsal extrinsic and intrinsic midcarpal ligaments include the dorsal radiocarpal and the dorsal intercarpal ligaments respectively.

They are examined with the wrist in pronation; the dynamic manoeuvre of wrist flexion may help in strengthening the ligaments and appreciating their full length.

On the dorsal wrist, the transducer is positioned in the transverse plane using the Lister tubercle as the starting anatomic landmark. The transducer is then shifted distally and slightly rotated toward the lunate and triquetrum to identify the dorsal radiocarpal ligament.

The dorsal radiocarpal ligament arises from the radius, distally to the Lister tubercle, and inserts into the lunate and triquetrum; it is deeper than the fourth extensor compartment of the wrist.

The dorsal intercarpal ligament, also known as the dorsal scaphotriquetral ligament, arises from the triquetrum and emits a proximal band inserting into the scaphoid and a distal band terminating on the trapezoid, thus having a V-shaped configuration; it may also have additional attachments to the lunate or trapezium.

In order to evaluate the proximal band of the dorsal intercarpal ligament, from the position previously described, the probe is rotated with its radial edge toward the scaphoid and then aligned along the first carpal row. Thereafter, the probe is pointed at the triquetrum and further rotated with its radial edge toward the trapezoid to identify the distal band of the ligament.

High rates of visibility on US have been previously reported for both dorsal and volar palmar extrinsic and intrinsic midcarpal ligaments.
Intrinsic Interosseus Ligaments

The proximal interosseus ligaments consist of both a volar and a dorsal band connected at their proximal pole, thus dividing the radiocarpal and midcarpal joint spaces.

The volar bands of the proximal interosseus ligaments are evaluated with the wrist in supination; slight wrist extension creates tension in the ligaments and then optimizes their visualization.

On the volar aspect of the wrist, the transducer is placed in the transverse plane using the distal radius as the starting anatomic landmark. It is then translated distally and moved along the first row of carpal bones in order to identify, from radial to ulnar, the volar band of the scapholunate and lunotriquetral ligaments.

The dorsal bands of the proximal interosseus ligaments are examined with the wrist in pronation; the dynamic manoeuvre of wrist flexion may help in strengthening the ligaments. On the dorsal side of the wrist, the transducer is positioned in the transverse plane over the Lister tubercle as the starting anatomic landmark. It is then translated distally and moved in the ulnar direction along the first carpal row to identify, from radial to ulnar, the dorsal bands of the scapholunate and lunotriquetral ligaments.

Both the volar and dorsal bands of the scapholunate and lunotriquetral ligaments are visualized as triangular structures that connect the scaphoid and lunate and the lunate and triquetrum. On the volar aspect of the wrist, the scapholunate and lunotriquetral ligaments intertwine with the extrinsic long radiolunate and ulnocapitate ligaments respectively.

The distal interosseus ligaments separate the midcarpal and carpometacarpal joint spaces and include, from radial to ulnar, the trapeziotrapezoid, trapezocapitate, and capitohamate ligaments. Although accessible for the US assessment, the distal interosseus ligaments do not usually need to be examined in the routine clinical practice, as they are extremely powerful and seldom undergo tears.

Extrinsic Collateral Ligaments

The extrinsic collateral ligaments described in the radiology literature represent capsular thickenings more than proper ligaments.

The ability of the US to assess the extrinsic collateral ligaments is controversial, as some authors have reported poor detection rates.

In the hand, US is also able to identify, in the fifth finger, the ulnar collateral ligament; in the index finger, the radial collateral ligament; and, in the thumb, both collateral ligaments of the MCP and interphalangeal (IP) joints.

a) Injuries to the ulnar collateral ligaments (UCLs) of the thumb

These are common in the practice of sports. Most frequently, lesions to the UCL occur especially while skiing (“skier’s thumb”). The normal UCL is hyperechoic and can be identified on the ulnar side of the MCP joint, deep in a thin hyperechoic band which corresponds to adductor pollicis aponeurosis.

The spectrum of UCL injuries of the thumb include: strain, partial thickness tear, full thickness tear, and associated findings (bone avulsion, volar plate injury, or Stener lesion).

For the US diagnosis of Stener lesion, dynamic exploration flexing the IP joint of the thumb is mandatory: the excursion of the adductor pollicis aponeurosis is interrupted by the retracted ulnar ligament.

Ultrasound may help differentiate six types of skier’s thumb and indicate surgical or conservatory treatment, with splints or casts.

b) Lesion of the radial collateral ligament (LCR)

This injury is less common. Due to the intrinsic anatomy of the radial side of the first MCP joint, combined with the dynamic force of the adductor pollicis tendon, those lesions usually lead to a rapid pathologic process, with joint instability and progressive volar subluxation.

The appearance on US is similar to that of UCL lesions, apart from the changes related to Stener lesions.

c) Volar plate injuries

Considered a ligament, the volar plate is another structure frequently involved in sport injuries.

On US, it appears as a triangular echoic structure deep in the flexor tendons, which gets displaced from the bony surface.

Volar plate injuries are the result of forced hyperextension in the MCP joint, and might be observed on US as a mixed hypo-hyperechoic irregular area involving the echogenic structure of the volar plate. If the injury is associated with a characteristic phalangeal avulsion fracture, the fragment can be identified through US as a hyperechoic image, with an acoustic shadow.

In the next chapter (part II), we will describe ultrasound-guided procedures and other minimally-invasive techniques in hand surgery.
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